
Discretionary Housing Payments 
- half day course 

 

Due to Welfare Reforms more tenants are struggling to pay the rent that is due - but a Discretionary Housing Payment 
(DHP) may help. This course looks at who can claim a DHP and offers advice on how to maximise the chances of a 
successful claim. 
 

Who is the course for?  
Anyone who deals with rent collection, tenant support and reducing arrears / maximising income.  
 

Learning outcomes  
By the end of the course delegates will have:  

 Considered the specific circumstances under which people might find a shortfall between their Housing Benefit 
and their rent. And the common errors in assessment that can lead to these shortfalls. 

 Considered which Universal Credit claimants can apply for a DHP and the evidence they will need to provide. 
 Learned what a DHP is, what they are for and what they cannot cover. 
 Discovered who can request a DHP, where to access the forms, and how to find out how much is in a Local 

Authority’s DHP budget.  
 Investigated ways to increase likelihood of a successful request, including tactics with the financial statement, 

and considering priorities. 
 Looked at the DHP guidance and what DHP’s may be able to cover: arrears, deposits etc 
 Considered how someone can challenge a DHP decision 

 

Outline of Day  
 

9.30am  Introductions & Expectations  
 

9.35am  Why do people on Housing Benefit have a shortfall that they struggle to pay? 
Income vs Applicable Amount; Non-dependant deductions 
Bedroom Tax; Benefit Cap 
How to minimise shortfalls 
 

10.15am What about Universal Credit claimants? 
  Why do UC claimants struggle to pay their rent 
 
10.30am What is a DHP? 

What can it be used for? 
What can it not cover? 
Shortfall under the Council Tax Support scheme? Alternative hardship funds. 
Guidance and Regulations 

 
10.45am DHP Budget 

How much is available? 
Who is the DHP budget focused on? 
What arguments can you use to tap into this extra money? 

 
11.00am Break 
 
11.15am DHP applications 

Forms - and other ways of applying. 
Financial statements: How can you help? 
Reasons for high expenditure 

 Specific issues for Universal Credit claimants 
 
 
11.30am Tactics 

What to write on the form 
Financial Statement 
Case studies 

 
12.30pm Challenging DHP decisions 
 
12.40pm Other sources of help 
 
1.00pm  Close  
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‘Excellent course – well presented. 
Picked up some great tips for helping 

tenants apply for a DHP.’ 
Alliance Homes 


